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Introduction to the Teacher
 This edition of Daily Skill Builders: Spelling and Phonics is a powerful tool that will help 
you equip your fourth- and fifth-grade students with important phonics and spelling skills. Each 
half-page reproducible focuses on a specific skill, as shown in the Table of Contents. Correlated 
with state standards, these activities provide practice in essential tasks all elementary students 
need to succeed in language arts, in standardized testing, and, most importantly, in real life. 
 Both the No Child Left Behind Act and standardized testing require students to meet 
certain proficiency standards. The Daily Skill Builders in this book have been written with both 
of these sets of requirements in mind. (See the following website for National ELA Standards 
as supported by NCTE and IRA (<http://www.ncte.org/about/over/standards/110846.htm>). 
Standards matrixes for selected states are provided on pages vi–viii. These give teachers 
the specific reading, writing, and language standards that are covered by each activity in this 
book.
 Beginning with “tricky consonants,” the first half of this book progresses logically through 
consonant digraphs, short and long vowel sounds, vowel digraphs, and more. Students are 
given practice in reading, writing, spelling, and saying words frequently encountered at this 
grade level. As you already know, good spelling skills are often built on a solid foundation in 
phonics. Words are generally used in context so that students will know how to use the words 
they are learning.
 On pages 17–25, you will find some especially helpful exercises that cover commonly 
misspelled and misused words. Many of the activities throughout the book ask students to read 
words, find them in a puzzle or unscramble them, place them in a sentence, and write them 
again. Practice, practice, practice! 
 Drills do not have to be boring, however. A wide variety of exercises are included in this 
book. The ever-popular word search puzzle is just one example of a fun format for students. 
While students are eagerly looking for words on a list, they are also rechecking the spelling 
of each word on their list. Often students will find the word in the puzzle, circle it, and write it. 
Crossword puzzles, scrambled words, context clues, and other formats are also used throughout 
this book. 
 In each section, activities are arranged from simplest to most difficult. Challenge your 
most advanced spellers with the words on page 81. After they alphabetize these words, can 
they learn how to spell them?
 Please note that most skills overlap among multiple sections of the book. For example, 
you can find practice with the tricky trio of there-their-they’re in the sections of homophones, 
contractions, and on several of the exercises where students need to edit to correct errors. 
 A comprehensive answer key appears in the back of the book, making this resource one 
that is very simple to use. 
 Look through all the pages of this book when you begin to use it. Pay attention to
pages with special activities you know you will want to cover. Make notes in the margins or on 
sticky notes attached inside the cover to get the most mileage out of these Daily Skill Builders: 
Spelling and Phonics !

Introduction to the Teacher
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

Part One: Phonics

ACTIVITY 2   Tricky Consonants—

Silent “g”
Can you spell a word for each definition below? Each one contains a silent g, which has been 
placed in the word for you. Use a dictionary if you need extra clues.

1. a large African antelope   g  

2.  poster      s  g 

3.  to bite or chew, over and over  g   

4.  a tiny, biting insect    g   

5.  pattern      d    g 

6.  to give out a task or a job   a    g 

7.  elf      g    

Write sentences for two of the silent g words.

ACTIVITY 1  Tricky Consonants—

Silent “b”
There are several consonants that are sometimes silent. For example, we don’t pronounce the 
b in numb. When b follows the m in the same syllable, the b is often silent. When b is followed 
by a t in the same syllable, as in the word doubt, it is often silent. Count how many silent bs are 
in each sentence. Write the number on the blank.

1. The plumber was deeply in debt because he spent too much on baseball cards.  

2.  There’s no doubt that when I climbed out on the limb of the tree, I was not wise.  

3.  I fell from the bough, I broke my thumb, and now my entire hand is numb.  

4.  Can you use your blue comb to get the crumbs out of the lamb’s soft wool?  

What’s your total score?  

If you scored a perfect 10—Congratulations!
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

Part One: Phonics

ACTIVITY 4   Consonant Digraphs—

Silent “gh”

In many words, the letters gh are silent, especially when there is a long vowel 
sound in the word. 

Examples:  Long a – weight   Long i – light   Long o – dough

Find the words in the box that have these long vowel sounds, and then write 
them on the correct lines below. 

Long a : 

 Long i : 

 Long o : 

  

There are also some words in which the gh is silent, but the vowel sound is not 

a long vowel.  Examples: caught, thought

Cross out the words in the Word Bank that do not have a long vowel sound. 

ACTIVITY 3   Tricky Consonants—

Silent “k”

How many words do you know with a silent k? Try to think of one that makes sense on each 
blank of this story.

The k      in shining armor took off on his horse. He had a 

k        on his back to carry his lunch and gold coins. His 

sword bounced on his k    as he rode along.  Soon he came to small hut. He 

climbed down from his horse. He k        loudly on the door 

using his k       . Soon the door k    turned, 

and a small gnome appeared. 

 “I k    you have a k     for solving mysteries, Mr. 

Gnome, and I have one for you. You see, the golden k    , which has been 

treasured in my family for years, is missing! You may remember that we use it to slice royal 

wedding cakes. What could have happened to it?”

Can Mr. Gnome solve the mystery? Finish the story on your own paper.

  WORD BANK 
though
flight
laugh
sigh

sleigh 
brought

fright
straight
dough
taught
right

daughter
eighty
thigh

although
tight

fought
height
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

Part One: Phonics

ACTIVITY 5   Consonant Digraphs—

Silent “gh”

Use the clues to write the correct gh words in the puzzle.

Across
1. opposite of day
4. small in amount; not much
5. past tense of bring
6. opposite of low
7. cargo

Down
1. someone who lives near you
2. branch of a tree
3. idea
4. vision

ACTIVITY 6   Consonant Digraphs—

“gh” Spells the “f” Sound

In a few words, the letters gh at the end of a word spell the f sound, as in laugh. Choose the 
correct word from the Word Bank to write in each sentence.

1.  The doctor was very concerned about Grandpa’s .

2.  Please tell me when you’ve had  mashed potatoes.

3.  The artist drew a  outline before he started to paint.

4.  was heard all over the zoo when the clown

 performed.

5.  We need  five quarts of strawberries to 

feed our guests.

6.  It’s  to be sick on a field trip day!

7.  I think I can  louder than you can.

1 2

3

4

5

6

7

WORD BANK

laugh

enough

cough

rough

tough

laughter

roughly
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

ACTIVITY 8   Consonant Digraphs—

“ph”
Unscramble the words containing ph to match each definition, and then write the words on the 
blanks. 

1.  a line or a dash:  N P Y H E H   

2.  fake:  H O Y P N    

3.  the letters from A to Z:  H L T H A A B E P      

4.  leaflet:  T H E P A L M P  

5.  big mammal with a trunk:  T N P E H A L E  

6.  a doctor:  N H Y I P I S A C  

7.  opposite of niece:  H N W P E E  

8.  a large bird, often hunted as game:  T E H A S N A P  

9.  a ruler in ancient Egypt:  H H A O R A P  

10.  a place where medicine is sold:  R M P Y A H A C  

11.  the study of letters and sounds:  S O P E C H N E T I  

ACTIVITY 7   Consonant Digraphs—

“ph”
The letters ph usually make the f sound. Finish spelling each ph word below. 

1.  It seems like every one has a cell ph    except me.
2. When our team won the tournament, we received a shiny  

  ph .
3.  In math class, we made a circle    ph to match the information 

in the table.
4.  It’s great to share ph     from my birthday party online with my

 grandparents.
5. When I sang the song, I forgot and left out a ph    .

Now write your own sentences using these ph words.

 6. triumph 

7.  nephew 

Part One: Phonics

A

Z

Q

J
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

ACTIVITY 10   Consonant Digraphs—

“ch”

Sometimes the letters ch at the beginning of a word spell the k sound, as in 
choir. Finish spelling a ch word for each definition.

1.  a person in a play     c h      e r

2.  a December holiday   C h        s

3.  the head of a police department c h   f

4.  the scientific study of substances to see what they’re made of      

       c h       y

5.  a group of singers   c h     s

6.  a small giggle or laugh  c h    l e

7.  an element added to pools to purify the water c h l     e

Put a star next to all the words in which the ch makes the k sound. On the back of this paper, 
write a sentence using each starred word. 

ACTIVITY 9  Consonant Digraphs—

“ch”

The letters ch usually make the sound you hear in chin. Sometimes, however, they make the sh 
sound that you hear in chef. 

Say these words to yourself. Circle the words with the ch sound as in chin. Cross out the words 
with the sh sound that you hear in chef. 

  chair      punch     cheek     Chicago     chest     chipmunk

  chauffeur   chili      rich      chuckle     choose    chute

  machine    chimney    mustache   beach      chicken    lunch

On your own paper, try to write each of the circled words. Can you 
spell them correctly?

Part One: Phonics
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

Part One: Phonics

ACTIVITY 11  Consonant Digraphs—

“ng” and “nk”

List several words that can be spelled from each word ending. You may add more than one 
letter in each blank. Some examples are given. 

1. ong  2.  ing     3.  ank    4.  ink 5.  ang     6.  unk

 long       string       sank

On your own paper, write five sentences. Use at least one ng word and one nk word in each 
sentence.  Example: The long string sank in the water. 

ACTIVITY 12  Consonant Digraphs—

“sc”
Read the word in each box. If the sc at the beginning makes the sk sound, as in scoot, circle 
the word. Write the letter in the box on the matching line below. If the word makes the s sound, 
as in sun, underline the word and cross out its letter. Then decipher the “code” below.

1.  L         2.  O           3. Y            4. A

      scoop         school           scissors          scrub

5.  N           6.  R            7. M           8. H

     science         scheme          scene           scarf

 9. S           10.  E           11.  T           12.  C

     scan            scenery         scent          screen

If you did this correctly, then you’re a real       !
                  9       12      8       2        1       4       6
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

ACTIVITY 14   Consonant Trigraphs—

“dge”

Can you make rhymes with the dge words in the Word Bank? 

Example: A judge held a grudge against someone who gave him bad fudge!

Write at least five sentences. You may add word endings and use some words 
more than once.

 1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

Part One: Phonics

WORD BANK

badge
bridge
budge
dodge
edge
hedge
ledge
lodge

Madge
nudge
pledge
ridge

smudge
wedge

ACTIVITY 13    Consonant Trigraphs—

“tch”
Think of a pair of tch words for each set of definitions. The two words will be spelled the same, 
except for one letter. (Some of these are tough. You may want to work with a friend!) 

Example: a small device for telling time / a Halloween character  –  watch / witch

1.  a piece of cloth to cover a hole / to throw a baseball / 

2.  prop to help someone walk / to hang on to   / 

3.  a timepiece / an amount prepared at one time   / 

4.  to connect a car to a trailer / to throw a baseball  / 

5.  used to turn on a light / to tattle     /   

6.  used to start a fire / to break out of an egg   / 

7.   scratch / engrave          / 
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

ACTIVITY 16   Using the Short “e” 

Sound, Spelled “ea”
We hear the short e sound in many words with ea, such as bread. Add the missing consonants 
from the box to spell words that make sense in each sentence. Each word will have the short 
e sound, spelled ea.

d     h    h    h    j    l    l    l    m   n    n   r   r    s   s    t    t    t    w 

1.  My little sister gets very ea ou  when I get to stay up later than she does.

2. Vitamins, good food, and plenty of sleep will help you to have good 

ea   .  

3.  I never ea t to make such a mess!

4.  My best friend is eaf, but that doesn’t stop us from talking to each other.

5.  The severe eathe  forced us to cancel the baseball game.

6.  The big staircase was a  t  ea  to the baby’s safety. 

7.  A picnic and walk along the beach made for a very 

 p ea  a   day. 

ACTIVITY 15   Short “a”and 

Short “e” Sound

Choose the correct word from the Word Bank to write in each blank.

1.  Our  looks forward to vacation every year.

2.   When we mow the , I always start sneezing!

3.  The  from Uncle Jim’s garden is really

.

4.  You should never  more money than you earn.

5.  Because you made an extra , I’ll give you a reward.

6.  How did the milk carton become  so quickly?

7.  My mom wonders why a lot of things  around here!

Part One: Phonics

WORD BANK

effort

empty

family

fresh

grass

happen

lettuce

spend
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Name: 

Date: 

Name: 

Date: 

ACTIVITY 18   Short “i” Sound 

With “y”

When a y comes inside a word, it often makes the short i sound. Unscramble each word on the 
right. Then match it to the correct definition by writing its letter on the blank next to its meaning. 
An example has been done for you.

   1.  place where people go to exercise      a. t m y s e s    

 2.  detective novel                  b.  y t m h     

 3.  large, round metal instruments that       c.  b l y s a l l e  

are crashed together or hit with a stick

 4.  part of a word                  d. s m o b l y    

 5.  a certain way of doing things          e. r e s t m y y  

 6.  the beat of a song                f.   m g y       

 7.  something that stands for something else  g.   b l a m s c y   

 8.  a legend                     h.   h h t m y r   

ACTIVITY 17   Short “i” Sound 

We hear the short i sound in chill and bring. Draw lines to 
form words with the short i sound. Write the words that you make on the lines.
  

ch       

dr id     

gr ill       

st  ink   

sl

On your own paper, draw a cartoon with a caption that contains at least one of your words. 

Part One: Phonics

f

gym
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Activity 1 (p. 1): 
1. 2  2. 3  3. 2  4. 3  Total: 10

Activity 2 (p. 1): 
1. gnu   2. sign   3. gnaw  4. gnat  
5. design  6. assign  7. gnome

Activity 3 (p. 2): 
knight, knapsack, knee, knocked, knuckles, knob, know, 
knack, knife
Activity 4 (p. 2):
Long a: sleigh, straight, eighty
Long i: flight, sigh, fright, right, thigh, tight, height
Long o: though, dough, although
Cross out: laugh, brought, taught, daughter, fought
Activity 5 (p. 3):
Across: 1.  night    4. slight   5. brought    6. high    
7. freight 

Down:  1. neighbor    2. bough    3. thought   4. sight
Activity 6 (p. 3):
1. cough  2. enough  3. rough  4. Laughter
5. roughly 6. tough   7. laugh

Activity 7 (p. 4): 
1.  phone  2. trophy  3. graph  4. photos 
5. phrase

Activity 8 (p. 4): 
1.  hyphen   2. phony    3. alphabet  
4. pamphlet  5. elephant   6. physician  
7. nephew   8. pheasant  9. pharaoh  

10. pharmacy  11. phonetics
Activity 9 (p. 5): 
Circle: chair, punch, cheek, chest, chipmunk, chili, rich, 
chuckle, choose, chimney, beach, chicken, lunch
Cross  out: Chicago, chauffeur, chute, machine, mustache
Activity 10 (p. 5): 
1. character* 2. Christmas*  3. chief 4. chemistry*
5. chorus*  6. chuckle   7. chlorine*

Activity 11 (p. 6): 
Answers will vary.
Activity 12 (p. 6): 
Circle: scoop, school, scrub, scheme, scarf, scan, screen
Underline: scissors, science, scene, scenery, scent
SCHOLAR
Activity 13 (p. 7): 
1. patch/pitch  2. crutch/clutch  3. watch/batch
4. hitch/pitch  5. switch/snitch  6. match/hatch
7. itch/etch

Activity 14 (p. 7):
Sentences will vary.
Activity 15 (p. 8): 
1. family  2. grass  3. lettuce, fresh
4. spend  5. effort  6. empty  7. happen

Activity 16 (p. 8): 
1. jealous  2. health  3. meant  4. deaf
5. weather  6. threat  7. pleasant

Activity 17 (p. 9): 
ch: chill, chink; dr:drill, drink; gr: grid, grill; st: still, stink; 
sl: slid, slink

Answer Keys
Activity 18 (p. 9): 
  1. f, gym        2. e, mystery    3. g, cymbals    
  4. c, syllable    5. a, system    6. h, rhythm   
  7. d, symbol    8. b, myth
Activity 19 (p. 10): 
The first syllable contains the short o sound in all of the 
words. Each syllable ends in a consonant. Sentences will 
vary.
Activity 20 (p. 10): 
Circle all except: clock, watch, stop, drop, job 
  1. enough   2. money    3. some
Activity 21 (p. 11): 
  1. cone    2. fine    3. fade    4. dime    5. mane
  6. hope    7. gale
Activity 22 (p. 11): 
  1. c.    2. b    3. d    4. a    5. c    6. b    7. a
Activity 23 (p. 12): 
v-C-e:  extr$eme, concr$ete, compl$ete, supr$eme, stamp$ede, 
trap$eze
open syllable: d$etour, z$ebra, m$eter, $even, v$ehicle, r$egion
Activity 24 (p. 12): 
  1. high    2. wide 3.  fine    4. prize    5. sight
  6. lime    7. dive  8.  flight   9. bite   10. byte
Activity 25 (p. 13): 
Possible answers:   1. grown    2. coach     3. goat    
  4. stroll    5. hero        6. hotel        7. scold   
  8. open    9. remote   10. cozy     11. toast  
12. doe   13. float     14. token   15. soda
Activity 26 (p. 13): 
  1. future    2. rescue    3. bugle       4. music
  5. cube    6. use        7. excuse    8. mule
Activity 27 (p. 14): 
  1.  duty    2. rules    3. rhubarb    4. tube
  5. ruby    6. nuclear   7. tuba        8. prune 
Activity 28 (p. 14): 
  1.  author       2. autumn    3. faucet
Activity 29 (p. 15): 
  1. aware, canary    2. repair         3. prepared    
  4. library, parents    5. compare     6. despair     
  7. declare         8. repairmen, millionaires
Activity 30 (p. 15): 
  1. hero       2. appear       3. sincere    4. cereal
  5. material    6. career          7. mysterious    
  8. cafeteria    9. experience  10. volunteer  
11. superior  12. pioneer   13. atmosphere  
14. engineer
Activity 31 (p. 16): 
  1. journey    2. thirsty       3. courage    4. motor
  5.  certain     6. purchase   7. perhaps    8. observe
Activity 32 (p. 16): 
  1. earn    2. odor    3. turn 
  4.–5. alert, clerk  
  6. circus    7.–9. purple, hurdle, turkey 
10. perfume  11. furnace  
12. courtesy  13. attorney  
14. hurricane 15. emergency

Answer Keys

 E  E  N  A  C  I  R  R  U  H

 E  M U  F  R  E  P  W U  Y

 F  C  E  X  T  U  O R  S  E

 U  X  D  R  R  O D  K  T  N

 R  R  E  P  G L  O R  U  R

 N  L  L  N  E  E  R  E  R  O

 A  E  R  T  U  R  N  L  K  T

 C  A  S  U  C  R  I  C  E  T

 E  C  O U  R  T  E  S  Y  A




